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ABSTRACT. Expe rim ents on progressive unidirectional freezing are COI1-

ducted to determine rhe evol ution in 00 and (51 BO of successive water 
samples and ice laye rs ta ken during the course of freezing. R esults indicate 
thal lhis evolution takes pl ace, in a bD- bIBO diagram, a long a strai ght line 
wi th a characte risti c slope. This slope, different from that due to the precip
itation effec t, gives a finger-print of the occurrence of a freezing or of a 
melt ing- refreez ing process in the stud ied reservoir. 

RESUME. Composition isotopique efl DD el bill 0 de ['eau et de la glace au cours de 
la ronge/ation. Des experiences de gel progre?sif unidirectionnel ont ete real
isees cn vue de detenniner I'evolution de la composition isotopique en c5D 
el en c5 1"0 d 'echantilJons d 'eau pris slI ccessivemenl au co urs du processus 
de congclali on el d ' cc hanlillons de couches de glace successivemen 1 formces. 
Les rcsultats indiquclll quc cctte evolution se produit, dans un diagramme 

INTRODUCTION 

Detailed studies of the relationships between 
isotopic species in ice and water have established 
that 60 = SS 18 0 + 10 in fresh precipitation of all 
types and in most surface waters. In thi s equation, 
as in those presented in this paper, 60 and 618 0 are 
expressed in parts per thousand of the sta ndard mean 
ocean water (S.M.O.W.) with D/H and 18 0/16 0 equal to 
155.76 x 10~ and 2005 .2 x 10~ respectively. This 
trend, also valid for glacier ice, is recogni zed in 
the literature as being an important feature of the 
isotopic fractionation of water occurring during 
condensation or sublimation in simple equilibrium 
processes (Craig and others, 1963; Dansgaard, 1964); 
it is ca lled the precipitation effect. 

We have shown (Jouzel and Souchez, 1982) from 
practical studies of regelation ice and from theor
etical stud i es, that, after melting and refreezing, 
ice samples lie on a straight lie on a straight line 
in a 60-618 0 diagram, with a slope different from 
that of the precipitation effect. This freezing 
effect has been developed theoretically for a closed 
system and applied to practical case . The aim of 
this paper i s to test thi s model experimentally. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

The changes during the cou rse of freezing in 60 
and 618 0 of water samples and ice layers were deter
mined by experiments on progressive unidirect ional 
freezing. 

In each experiment, 500 ml of water was progres
sively frozen downwards in a "Plexiglass" cy linde r of 
approximate dimensions 10 cm hand 8 cm internal dia
meter (Fig. 1). Excess water produced during freezing 
was diverted through an adjacent tube and allowed to 
escape. The residual water was continuously stirred 
during freezing with a small magnetic stirrer; rea
sons for this stirring will be explained later. The 
freezing front moved downwards as a well-defined 
mac roscopic plane. During each experiment, one milli
litre of water was collected five times USin9 a 
capillary tube inserted through the adjacent tube in
to the remaining water present in the cylinder. 

bD- b "0, le longd'une droite dom la pente es t caracte ristique. Celte pente, 
diffcrente de celle de preci pitation, es t l'em preinte cl ' un processus de C0 11-

gelati o n d a ns le reservoir etudi e. 

Z USAM ME NFASSUNG. Ober die Zusammenset~u7lg VOTl Wasser und Eis aus den 
Isotopen DD "nd b I '0 wiihrend des Cifrierens. Zur Bestimmung der Entwicklung 
van c5D und 11 18 0 in wahrend des Gefrierens nacheinander emnommenen 
Wasserproben und nacheinander gebildeten Eisschi chten wurden Versuche 
m it fortschrcitendem, einhe itlich gerichtetem Gcfrieren unlernommen. Die 
Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Entwicklung, dargesteUt in einem 
bD-D "O-Di agramm, la ngs e in er geraden Linie mit cha rak teristischer Stei
g ung stattfindet. Diese Steigung, die sieh von der rur Niedersehlag un
terscheidet, gibt ein en Hinweis a uf den Eintritl eines Gefrier- oder eines 
Schm elz-Wiedergefrier-Vorganges in dem untersuchten Behalter. 

Residual water was sampled at the beginning of the 
experiment, after 40%, 80%, 85%, 90% and 95% of the 
material had frozen. When the freezing process was 
complete, the ice core was recovered and sectioned. 
The samples covered the freezing ranges from 0 to 10%, 
10 to 20%, 20 to 50%, 50 to 60%, 60 to 70%, 70 to 80%, 
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Fig. 1. The experimental vessel . 
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Fi g . 2 . The i sotopic composit ion of water ( 1 to 6) and i ce (7 to 14) dur ing f reezing exper iments A, B, 
and C. The ~traight Lines are the caLcuLated sLopes f r om the modeL . The bLack dots on the Lines are t he 
caLcuLated ~ce vaLues at 95% freezing . Wat er sampLes are denot ed by cir cLes , ice samp~es by crosses . 

BD to 90%, and above 90% for the last s l ice . The ices 
were allowed to melt completely befo re being trans
ferred , in the same way a s the water samples, into 
glass bottles . The samples were ana lysed for 00 and 
018 0 on the same al iquot by twin mass spectrometers 
designed fo r simultaneous analysis (Hagemann and 
Lohez, 1978) . Precision of the measurements was ± 
0.5 0/00 fo r 00 and ± 0 .1 0/00 for olB O. 

Three experiments were conducted with waters 
having very different initial isotopic composition : 
meltwater from an Antarctic ice core with an initial 
o value fo r deuterium 0 i ~ - 408.8 0 / 00 and an in
itial o va l ue for l BChi ~ -51.70 0 / 00 (A), water from 
a small pond of Victor i a Island in the Canadian Arc
tic with 0 i ~ - 153 .2 0/00 and t. i ~ -19 .10 0/00 (B), 
and water f r om a small Swiss pond nea r Gr ubengletscher 
with 0i ~ -109 .1 0/ 00 and Cl i ~ -15.25 0/00 (Cl. 

Results of the expe r iments are i ndicated in Fig
ure 2. The numbers quoted inc rease from t he beginning 
of the experiment to the end: from 1 to 6 for the 
wate r samples and from 7 t o 14 for the ice layers . 
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Th ree ma in poi nts a ri se f rom Fi gu re 2 : 
(1) A progress i ve impove r ishment of the heavy iso
topes in both the resi dual water and the i ce lay
ers is clearly visible during the course of 
f reez i ng. 
(2) Water and i ce samples lie on a straight line. 
Using a l east -squa re method, the sl opes a re res 
pecti vel y S ~ 4.37 ± 0.11 for the Antarctic melt
wate r , S ~ 5.99 ± 0.10 for the Arctic water, and 
S ~ 6.63 ± 0.17 for the alpine water . The cor
relation coefficients are always greater than 
0.996 . 
(3) The slope fo r the Antarctic melt water is lower 
tha n t hat for the Arctic water which is lower than 
that fo r the alpine water, in rel ation to the in
itial isotopic composition. 

The closed-system model devel oped by Jouzel and Souchez 
(19B2) gives a slope S 

et - 1 1 + 0 i 
S ~ 

a - 1 1 + t. i 

whe re et is the equilibrium fracionation coefficient 
fo r deuterium, p the same coefficient for lB O, 0 i 
the 0 value of the initial liquid fo r deuterium and 
Cl i the 0 value of the initial liquid for lB O. 

If we use et ~ 1.0208 (Arnason, 1969) and a ~ 1.003 
(O'Neil, 1968), the calculated slopes are respective
ly 4.32 for the Antarctic meltwater, 5.99 for the Ar c
ti c water and 6.27 for the alpine water . Experimental 
slopes are thus well in accordance with predicted 
slopes from the model . 

During the experi ments, exc ess water due t o the 
phase change was allowed t o escape and this can be 
considered as an output . Moreover, the water con
stituting the reservoir can be schema ticall y divided 
into two parts: a region, close to the interface, of 
constant vo l ume whi ch is isotopi cally modified by the 
freezin g process, and a region, away from the inter
face , whi ch is isotopica l ly unchan ged and wh ich ca n 
be considered as input; additional ideas are needed 
to ta ke th i s division into account. It is worthwhile 
considering a natural reservoir with input and output 
and to develop a theory to exa mine whether the pre
di cted slopes in an open -sys tem model are the same 
a s those in the closed-system model which we have 
presented previou s ly (Jouzel and Souchez, 1982 ) . 

THEORETI CAL APP ROACH 

At time t, NL is the number of moles in the liquid 
pha se, NS the number of moles in the solid pha se, NA 
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the number of moles which have entered the system 
since t = 0 as input, NF the number of moles which 
have left the system since t = 0 as output, RS = 
(1 + 6 S) the i sotopi c rati 0 for 0 or 18 0 of the 
solid phase near the liquid-solid interface, Rl = 
(1 + 0l) the isotopic ratio of the liquid, RA = 
(1 + 0A) the isotopic ratio of the input, and aSl 
the equilibrium fractionation coefficient between 
solid and liquid phases. Once formed, the solid has 
an isotopic composition which does not change in the 
course of time. At each step, the only isotope quan
tity (for 0 or 18 )) brought to the solid phase is 
thus 

a s l R l dN S = as l (1 + 0 l) dN S • 

Now for an open system 

(1) 

and for the isotopes 

Rl dNl + Nl dRl = RA dNA - aSl Rl dNS - Rl dNF (2) 

or 

(1 + o l)dNl + Nl dlil = (1 + o A)dNA-

- aSl (1 + a l)dNS - (1 + o l)dNF, (3 ) 

giving (on substituting dNl for its value in (1) 

Nl dOL = (o A - 0 l) dNA - (a Sl - 1) x 

(4) 

If we consider a constant input, a constant freezing 
rate, and an output proportional to the volume of 
remaini ng 1 iquid, then 

dNA ANOdt, 

dNS SNOdt, 

and dNF = FNldt 

where A,S, and F are the respective coefficients for 
input, freezing, and output and NO is the number of 
moles in the reservoir at time t = O. Now, if 
k = Nl/NO 

A 
(aSl - 1) (1 + 0l) - S(OA - 0l) 

F A 
k (1 + -k - -) 

5 S 

dk. 
( 5) 

This equation, applied to deuterium and 18 0 with the 
appropriate fractionation coefficie~t, gives the pos
sibility by a step-by-step computatlon to calculate 
the oD and the 0180 of the remaining liquid phase and 
of the solid formed during the freezing process. Re
sults indicate that, whatever the values of F/S and 
A/S may be, the two phases evolve almost linearly on 
a 00-0 18 0 diagram. The correlation coefficient is 
always more than 0.9999. Once this linearity betwe~n 
oD and 018 0 is shown, the slope can be calculated ln 
the following way: let 0l = oD and III = 018 0 for . 
the liquid phase at time t. The slope for the SOlld 
phase is 

S 

From Equation (5), at time t = 0 (a l = a i and 
III = lIi), we obtain 

a [(a -1) (1 + a i) 
A 

- - (a A - 0 i) ] 
S 

S A (6 ) 

6 [(6 -1)( 1 + 11 i) - - (f1A - 11 i)] 
S 

Souchez and JouzeL: Short notes 

This equation shows that the slope depends on 
(a A - 0 i) and (11 A - 11 i)' the di fference between 
the 0 value of the input and that of the reservoi r 
at time t = O. In a natural reservoir, generally 
there is no reason for a change of input during the 
formation of this reservoir and during its subsequent 
freezing. Therefore, usually we shall have 0 A = 0 i and 
IIA=lIi' In this case, the expression of the slope 
reduces to 

S 
a [(a - 1) (1 + oil] 

6 [(6 - 1)(1 + lI i)] 
(7) 

Equation (7) is independent of A, F, and S and almost 
identical to the equation obtained for the closed sys
tem. The slope will thus be the same for an open sys
tem as for the closed system when the input is not 
significantly different in its isotopic composition 
from that of the natural reservoir being considered. 

DI SCUSSION 

The open-system model developed above assumes a 
constant freezing rate but this is not the case in 
the experiments. However, the experimental results 
do not show a change of slope in the course of freez
ing in spite of the freezing-rate reduction. Moreover, 
the introduction of a time-dependent freezing rate in 
the model will make the computation more complicated 
but will have no effect on the slope. 

If we now focus attention on the range between 
the ice (or residual water) value at 95% freezing and 
the initial value, the range in the experiments is 
1 ess than that predi cted by the closed-system model. 
The observed enrichment of the ice compared with the 
bulk of the liquid water depends on several para
meters, particularly on the freezing rate and on the 
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Fi g . J. ReLationship between apparent fracti onation 
coefficients in the freezing experiments. EquiLibrium 
vaLues are respectiveLy: aeer1 = 0.0208 and 6eer1 = O. OOJ . 
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possible trapping of liquid during crystal growth. 
This dependency between the freezing rate and the ob
seved fractionations is discussed in Posey and Smith 
(1957), O'Neil (1968), and Arnason (1969). As noted 
by Posey and Smith (1957), the observed separation 
will be less than the true value and the effect can 
be reduced by strong agitation and very slow freez
ing rates. Previous experiments without stirring led 
to correct slope values but to an even smaller range. 

The following equation, equivalent to that which 
describes a Rayleigh process, was derived in the 
closed-system model: 

(1000 + 0 L) = (1000 + 0 I) raSh 

where 0i is the initial 0 value of the reservoir and 
f is the liquid fraction with 0 Land 0 i expressed in 
per mil. From this equation, we can compute the appar
ent 0. and fl values in the course of the three experi
ments. Apparent 0. and fl values depend on the freezing 
rate which is about 1 ~ cm h~ at the beginning of 
each experiment and close to 0.8 cm h-1 at the end. 
In Fi gure 3, the apparent (0. - 1) val ues are plotted 
versus the apparent (a - 1) values in the three 
experiments for different liquid fractions. A straight 
line joins the zero point where there is no fraction
ation to the poi nt where (0. - 1) and (fl - 1) have thei r 
equilibrium values. From this Figure it is clear that 
the points are close to the straight line indicating 
that the slopes (o.app-l)/(flapp-1) in the experi-
ments are not different from the equilibrium slope 
(0.-1)/(~ -1). It is quite probable that, for freezing 
rates encountered in Nature, the slope S is always a 
characteristic of the freezing process, even if app
arent fractionation coefficients have values lower 
than their respective equilibrium values. 

The trapping of liquid water which subsequently 
freezes during crystal growth will lower the range 
but will have no effect on the slope since residual 
water samples and ice samples lie on the same straight 
line on a 00-6 18 0 diagram. 

CONCLUSION 

The amount of fractionation which takes place 
during natural processes cannot be known . Even in the 
simplest of conditions, during, for example, the 
freezing of water in a closed system with isotopic 
equilibrium (allowing the application of the Rayleigh 
model) , ice layers can be either isotopically en
riched at the beginning of the process or isotopically 
impoverished at the end, compared with the initial 

reservoir. Under natural conditions the problem is 
complicated by non-equilibrium processes, the trap
ping of liquid water, and also input and output of 
water to and from the reservoir. Thus, it is not pos
sible to show whether a refreezing process has taken 
place in a reservoir from the measurement of only one 
isotope (0 D or 018 0). It is the 05D-05 18 0 slope which 
is characteristic of the freezing process, on the 
other hand. This has been shown to be the case, both 
experimentally and theoretically, in the present 
paper. 

Such a study may have implications for research 
concerning ice--bedrock interface problems and may 
shed some light on the origin of ice masses either 
at the earth surface or in the ground. 
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